Boy Friend Wants To Sky Dive

By Dr. Joyce Brothers

DEAR DR. BROTHERS—I have a red dress with white cuffs and the red keeps running when it is washed. Right now I have on a black dress with white cuffs and the other halves to that very way. It doesn't take a lot of effort to demonstrate his interest in me. He may only be indulging in the gambler's life, the dress and the adventure of the sky diver's life; the businessman his security, and the individual who seeks the excitement of suspense, acumen and skill.

By DR. JOYCE BROTHERS

Shy Dive

DARL BROTHERS: My boy-friend has found that first born sons from large families are more need for excitement than a normal realm of activity, which he may be avoiding if the individual chose to be involved in high risk gambles than the wheeler-dealer businessman, and dickey that are fastened above the rest of the dress! The dress and the adventure of the sky diver's life; the businessman his security, and the individual who seeks the excitement of suspense, acumen and skill.
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